Population Dynamics at the Range Margin: Implications of Climate Change on Sublittoral Blue Mussels (Mytilus trossulus)
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Examining changes in abundance and demographic rates at species distribution margins may provide the first signs of broader species responses to environmental change. Still, the joint impact of space and time have remained relatively unstudied in most marginal regions. In order to examine the influence of climate variability on mussel distribution patterns, we monitored three sublittoral and marginal blue mussel (Mytilus trossulus) populations, spaced along a salinity gradient. Densities and biomasses peaked toward the saltier parts of the study area and showed relatively larger variations toward the low saline edge. Temporally, the areas showed a consistent increase in abundance after a synchronized large-scale recruitment event, which was followed by a decline in population size, occurring much faster toward the very range edge. Salinity, temperature, winter severity, and wave exposure explained most of the spatiotemporal variation in mussel abundances and adults showed positive effects on recruit abundance. We show empirically that the dynamics of edge populations are not driven by large changes in climate variables but that small spatial and temporal changes in key environmental variables have large and non-linear population level effects. Our results also show that fluctuating recruitment is a key factor for population stability affecting the storage potential of marginal populations, which dramatically decrease toward the edge. Our study provides a window into future population patterns and processes that drive marginal mussel populations in an altered sea characterized by rising temperature and declining salinity.
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INTRODUCTION

The distribution of many species across the globe is shifting in response to global climate change (e.g., Sunday et al., 2012; Poloczanska et al., 2013; Bates et al., 2014) with responses varying from local abundance shifts to expansions or contractions of biogeographic ranges (e.g., Walthter et al., 2002; Wernberg et al., 2016; Pecl et al., 2017; Lehikoinen et al., 2019). Exploring how species respond to climatic drivers along environmental gradients may provide important insights into the mechanisms causing species distribution changes. As the earliest signs of climate change often arise at the edge of distribution (Lenoir and Svenning, 2015; Fogarty et al., 2017), knowledge from such marginal areas may help predict population responses to future ecosystem change also in core areas of species distributions (Sexton et al., 2009; Sorte et al., 2017).
The central-marginal hypothesis predicts species abundances to be higher and less variable at the center of their geographical range (Sagarin et al., 2006; Gaston, 2009). The pattern has been explained as a function of declining species-specific niche attributes away from the center, resulting in reduced reproductive success and survivorship causing population decrease and elimination at the edge (Bates et al., 2014). Processes shaping species ranges are dynamic, however, continually imprinted on the edge of the range that is being truncated during harsh times and re-established or extended during favorable periods (Lewis et al., 1982; Channell and Lomolino, 2000). Whilst it is well-known that species distribution edges are dynamic, the joint impact of space and time have remained relatively unstudied in most marginal regions (Channell and Lomolino, 2000; Holt and Barfield, 2003; Grayson and Johnson, 2018). This is unfortunate since the impact of many ecological processes are detectable only over time with abundance changes as early indications of a shifting range (Lenoir and Svenning, 2015). While population increases and declines may reveal differences in demographic responses across the peripheral and core population transition (Goldstein et al., 2017), potential population synchrony are particularly interesting as they may help unravel the mechanisms that affect population size along range margins (Liebhold et al., 2004). Distant populations may show similar dynamics if they are driven by the same environmental factors that operate at scales larger than the occupancy of distinct populations (Wasson et al., 2016). In many cases, however, the causes of population synchrony often remain elusive, due to a paucity of long-term studies (Brown et al., 2011).

While marine climate change research is diversifying into accounting for thematic aspects beyond the effects of ocean warming (cf. Harley et al., 2006), there is still a bias toward thermal aspects when predicting changes in species distribution caused by climate change (Hewitt et al., 2016), which causes an underestimation of the climate change fingerprint (Huang et al., 2017). In coastal and estuarine systems, such as the Baltic Sea, species distributions are dictated by strong gradients also in other climate sensitive variables, such as salinity (Remane, 1934). To date, however, empirical studies that demonstrate shifts in distribution or abundance associated with shifts in climate variables other than temperature are relatively rare, despite the major species shifts anticipated for the future in the Baltic Sea due to reductions in salinity (e.g., Vuorinen et al., 2015). Predicting how key species in productive brackish and estuarine areas respond to climate change through altered salinity and temperature regimes is important, given the potential for large shifts in ecosystem functions, services and their associated socio-economic consequences.

We focused on the factors affecting the dynamics of marginal blue mussel (Mytilus trossulus) populations living at the edge of their lower tolerance limits to salinity. Our aim was to unravel the consequences of predicted changes in climate and its effects on mussel populations spaced along a salinity gradient under change. Climate scenarios suggest that the Baltic Sea, on top of ocean warming, will face increased freshening due to higher precipitation and increased runoff (Meier et al., 2012). Even a slight change in salinity would have wide-ranging consequences for the Baltic ecosystem, which is truncated in functions and species numbers by naturally low salinity (Vuorinen et al., 2015). Westerbom et al. (2002) described this marginal range area of the blue mussel in the Baltic Sea as a ramp (Caughley et al., 1988) of unidirectional declining adult biomass, eventually terminating at the very range edge. Here we address temporal dynamics of space occupancy and test the strength of environmental forcing in structuring the populations along the edge to address the shortage of spatiotemporal observations in sparsely sampled marginal populations.

The Baltic Sea is among the largest brackish water bodies in the world encompassing ecosystems and species strongly affected by atmospheric and anthropogenic (e.g., eutrophication, pollution) drivers. It is one of the fastest warming seas globally (Belkin, 2009; BACC II Author Team, 2015). Blue mussels in the Baltic Sea experience constant physiological stress due to the low salinity conditions (Tedengren and Kautsky, 1986) which is accentuated during the spring period (Leinio and Lehtonen, 2005). Despite being salinity stressed, they are dominant occupiers of space on the rocky bottoms, contributing to 90–95% of the animal biomass (Kautsky, 1982; Koitivuo and Westerbom, 2012). Blue mussel beds are mainly found in the depth range 3–20 m, although mussels dominate the animal community down to at least 30 m. Traditionally, populations have been considered stable, living near the carrying capacity with regard to food and space (Kautsky, 1982). Toward the margins, the demography and dynamics are different (Westerbom et al., 2002) – with lower biomasses, shorter life span and higher turnover of populations – and mainly driven by environmental factors, foremost by salinity (Westerbom et al., 2002; Nyström Sandman et al., 2013; Kotta et al., 2015).

In accordance to the central-marginal theory, we would expect that recruitment variation increases toward the range margin as critical environmental factors deteriorate, approaching levels critical for species existence. We predicted that recruitment is responsive to annual salinity variation showing synchronous patterns across distinct populations. We ask if recruitment is affected by adults through either facilitation or competition. Finally, based on Westerbom et al. (2002) we predict, a priori, that the longevity of established populations is shorter toward the margin reducing the storage potential of populations (Halpern et al., 2005). We hypothesize firstly that salinity is the key driver of population change in this range area and populations are responsive to spatiotemporal changes in salinity. Secondly, we hypothesize that failure in recruitment and/or failure in post-recruit survival is the principle mechanism causing density changes in populations that increase proportionally toward the margin. We also test the influence of temperature and sea ice disturbance, to elucidate how a warming sea may influence on mussel populations.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Area**

The study was conducted in the outer archipelago at the three study areas arranged along a salinity gradient, Tvärminne...
Westerbom et al. Population Dynamics of *Mytilus trossulus* (59°55 N, 23°15 E; hereafter TV) in the western Gulf of Finland, Rönnskär (59°55 N, 24°25 E; hereafter RÖ) and Söderskär (60°07 N, 25°25 E; hereafter SÖ) in the central Gulf of Finland, northern Baltic Sea (Figure 1). The distance between the centroid of neighboring areas is ca 65 km. The Gulf of Finland is characterized by a strong salinity gradient influenced by saltwater intrusions from the Baltic Proper and large river runoffs of fresh water in the eastern bight. Average sea temperature is low (5–7°C, yearly mean) but highly variable among seasons (from 0°C in winter to over 20°C in summer in most years). There is an annual ice cover lasting 1–4 months, seasonally fluctuating primary production, and constantly low salinity conditions (4–7 g kg\(^{-1}\)).

**Salinity, Temperature, and Sea Ice Data**

Decadal (1970–2017) and frequently sampled environmental data including sea surface salinity and temperature were extracted from two national coastal water monitoring stations (UUS10A and UUS23) at different ends of the study area to provide indications for long-term salinity and temperature evolution. For mussel distribution modeling, we used salinity data sampled in May and temperature data sampled in August (one measurement station \(-1\) year \(-1\)) from the closest available national monitoring stations [UUS23 (TV), Stora Mickelskären (RO), and UUS10A (SO)]. The distance from the national water monitoring stations to the three sampling areas varies from ca 3 km at TV to ca 15 km at RO and SO. We used May values for salinity as low salinity conditions were anticipated to affect reproduction success (either directly through larval condition or indirectly through gonad development, gonad condition and reproductive output) and as May coincides with annual salinity low and with the onset of the spawning period (Kautsky, 1982). In the Gulf of Finland, blue mussels show the highest seasonal salinity stress during the late spring period (Leiniö and Lehtonen, 2005). Such increased stress may lead to increased mortality of particularly larvae and juveniles or lead to a lower adult investment in reproduction that would show lagged changes in population metrics. Since only high temperatures were expected to affect populations (Fly and Hilbish, 2013), August measurements were used as they coincide with the annual temperature high. To test the influence of salinity and temperature on recruits and adults at year \(y\), we used \(y-1\) salinity and temperature measurements that showed the strongest response in linear mixed effects models and its backward stepwise model reduction procedure. To estimate the effects of sea ice disturbance, we used the Baltic ice extent data (km\(^2\), see, e.g., Omstedt et al., 2014) provided by the Finnish Meteorological Institute as a proxy for winter severity. The Baltic ice extent is strongly related to winter conditions (Omstedt et al., 2014).

**Sampling Design**

To examine population structure, abundance and biomass of *M. trossulus*, 48 quadrates, 400 cm\(^{-2}\), were sampled (SCUBA).
in late May – late June during the period 1996–2005 from each of the three areas. In 1996, samples were taken from 8 m only and the available data is only used as a descriptive baseline for the study. In 2000, no samples were taken. Using a metal frame with one side ending in a net bag (mesh < 0.1 mm), benthic samples were collected from stations in the outer archipelago area (Figure 1). In each area, four haphazardly selected sampling stations were selected. Depth profiles, wave exposure and substrate quality were used as criteria to standardize stations among areas as best possible. Only stations with rocky slopes were included. Stations were further selected so that the deepest sampling depth was reached within 100 m from the shoreline (safety regulations when diving with only one diver). Using these as selection criteria and avoiding very proximate stations, neighboring stations, within areas, were dispersed by a distance of ca. <1–5 km within areas. At each station, three replicates, dispersed by 10–20 m, were randomly taken from each of four depths: 3, 5, 8, and 12 m. Hence, 48 three replicates, dispersed by 10–20 m, were randomly taken from each of four depths: 3, 5, 8, and 12 m. Hence, 48 annual quadrates were obtained for each study area (sample total = 1137 excluding samples from 1996). The sampling areas represent typical hard bottoms of the outer archipelago where the outermost islets and reefs meet the open sea.

Within areas, wave exposure is the most significant factor affecting population size (e.g., Westerbom and Jattu, 2006). Therefore, also wave exposure was an important variable to standardize among areas and it was indifferent between areas (Kruskal–Wallis, $H = 0.16$, df = 2, $P = 0.93$). The same SCUBA divers (MW and OM) collected samples throughout the study, thus minimizing biases caused by interpersonal differences in sampling.

**Sample Processing**

In the laboratory, samples were sequentially passed through 9.5, 4, 2, and 1 mm sieves. Upon sieving, mussels were emptied on trays and counted. To obtain an accurate assessment of size distributions and biomass, subsamples from each station and year were randomly selected and measured for length to the nearest 0.1 mm using calipers. This was done as data originating from sieves only roughly grouped mussels into coarse and partly overlapping size classes and as sieving alone doesn’t separate mussels in an equal manner among samples (the effectiveness of sieving depends, e.g., on how much material there is in each sample). Based on the measured mussel size distribution from random subsamples, mussel count data originating from sieves was converted into size distribution data that was rounded to the nearest 1 mm in mussel length. As the discrete count data from the sieves was transformed into 1 mm size classes, and as the transformation to each mm group was done based on the ratio of different mussel lengths from subsamples (not the total), the discrete count data from sieves turned into a continuous variable. When differences in size distribution among samples were large, the procedure was repeated also among depths and samples. Based on these measurements, sample biomasses (flesh DW) were counted (Westerbom et al., 2002) and mussels were categorized into two operational classes – recruits and adults.

**Definition of Recruits and Adults**

Recruitment is an operational term, rather than a biological event, and the definition varies highly among studies (Booth and Brosnan, 1995). We define recruits as individuals with a length of 2–3.5 mm that mainly correspond to individuals with an age of 1–2 years (Antsulevich et al., 1999; Westerbom et al., 2002) but that have not yet reached adulthood (Kautsky, 1982). Correspondingly, adults are defined as individuals larger than 3.5 mm.

**Data Analysis**

To test changes or differences in background environmental parameters, parametric tests (ANOVA, t-test and Pearson’s correlation) were conducted. When assumptions of normality, linearity (Pearson’s) and variance homogeneity were not met (even after transformations), non-parametric tests were used (Kruskal–Wallis and Spearman’s rho).

To study the influence of environmental variables on the abundance of both recruits and adult mussels, we constructed two linear mixed effects models (LMM) where the abundance of recruits or adults were explained by area (entered as a factor with the levels TV, RÖ, and SÖ), summer water temperature, salinity, wave exposure, depth, and sea-ice extent. The abundance of adult mussels was added to the model describing the abundance of recruits, since adult mussels serve as a settling structure for recruits. We used station nested within study area as a random effect in the models to account for potential pseudoreplication arising from repeated observations within station and study area. To study differences in responses of recruit or adult abundance to environmental variables among the study areas, two-way interactions between study area and environmental variables were entered in the models. Models were fitted using restricted maximum likelihood. Although representing an abundance of individuals, the response variables in these analyses adhere to a normal distribution and not a Poisson distribution due to the size class assignment procedure during counting of mussel abundance that produces continuous data (see section "Sample Processing").

For the residuals of both models, and to adhere to the assumption of normality, the abundances of both recruits and adults were square root transformed. Model selection was done by removing all non-significant variables ($\alpha = 0.05$) using backward stepwise model reduction, where the least significant covariates were removed one at a time until the model contained only significant variables and interactions. Here we used an $\chi^2$ analysis of deviance with type II sums of squares, which is not sensitive to the order of the covariates in the model (Langsrud, 2003). When significant interactions were detected, the area-specific slopes for each covariate was tested using a covariate-specific t-test. All statistical analyses were performed using the software RStudio 1.0.136 (R Core Team, 2016).

**RESULTS**

**Long-Term Environmental Trends**

A significant and highly correlated 40-year trend of declining seawater salinity is shown throughout the study area.
differences between the two monitoring stations (° along the gradient (Figure 2A). Since the 1970s, seawater temperature has risen by 3–4°C in the study area showing no differences between the two monitoring stations (t-test −0.23, P = 0.82, Figure 2B).

Mussel Population Trends

A single synchronous and massive recruitment peak was recorded in 1998 that triggered population growth in all areas. The recruitment event was preceded by a marked rise in salinity in 1997 throughout the study area (Figure 3A). The event caused an increase in adult numbers in all areas but the size of population growth was area specific reaching a peak earlier in the peripheral east compared to the west (Figure 3A). The population size showed a fourfold change between low and high years at TV, eightfold at RÖ and 64-fold at SÖ. Recruitment showed moderate synchrony between areas and years (TV-RÖ, Spearman rs = 0.54, TV-SÖ rs = 0.39, RÖ-SÖ rs = 0.49, P < 0.001 in all cases), whereas the temporal relation in adult abundances was lower (TV-RÖ rs = 0.38, P < 0.001, TV-SÖ rs = 0.06, P = 0.23, RÖ-SÖ rs = 0.27, P < 0.001). Populations differed highly in biomass, showing consistently lower biomass from west to east and a threshold of change in biomass between TV and RÖ where biomasses dropped by more than 80% over a salinity change of merely 0.5 g kg⁻¹ (Figure 3B).

Recruit Dynamics

The abundance of recruits was significantly related to the covariates summer water temperature and wave exposure and by interactions between area and the covariates: salinity, winter severity, depth, and adult abundance (Supplementary Table S1). The fixed effects in the model explained a high proportion of the variation in the data with a marginal R² value of 0.45. The negative effect of summer temperature (b = −0.47, X² = 52.29, df = 1, P < 0.0001) and the lack of an interaction between area and temperature shows that the effect of temperature on recruit abundance had a uniform effect across the area (Figure 4A). Similarly, the effect of wave exposure was uniformly positive (b = 0.30, X² = 18.16, df = 1, P < 0.0001). Salinity had a positive effect on recruit abundance across the study area, but the strength of the effect differed among areas, as shown by the significant interaction between area and salinity (b = 2.55, X² = 8.53, df = 1, P = 0.003; Figure 4B). This interaction shows that salinity affects recruitment strongest at SÖ (b = 12.79, t₁₁₁₂ = 12.36, P < 0.0001) and TV (b = 12.33, t₁₁₁₂ = 8.32, P < 0.0001) and weaker at RÖ (b = 3.59, t₁₁₁₂ = 4.07, P < 0.0001). The extent of sea ice affected recruit abundance negatively across the entire study area, but the strength of the effect differed among areas, as shown by the significant interaction between area and the extent of sea ice (b = −0.00001, X² = 7.22, df = 1, P = 0.007; Figure 4C) with strongest effects at SÖ (b = −0.00006, t₁₁₁₂ = −9.36, P < 0.0001) followed by TV (b = −0.00005, t₁₁₁₂ = −7.36, P < 0.0001) and RÖ (b = −0.00003, t₁₁₁₂ = −4.99, P < 0.0001). The effect sizes of this interaction were modest, indicating an almost uniform effect across the study area. Depth had a disparate effect on recruit abundance at different areas (b = 0.19, X² = 7.18, df = 1, P = 0.007) as recruits decreased with depth at TV (b = −0.34, t₁₁₁₂ = −3.30, P < 0.0001) but showed no effects at RÖ (b = 0.01, t₁₁₁₂ = 0.12, P = 0.90) or SÖ (b = 0.11, t₁₁₁₂ = 1.16, P = 0.25).

The abundance of adults affected recruit abundance positively throughout the study area. Yet a significant interaction term showed that the strength of the effect differed among areas (b = 0.01, X² = 12.52, df = 1, P = 0.004; Figure 4D), with the strongest effect of adult abundance on recruits at SÖ (b = 0.05, t₁₁₁₂ = 2.96, P = 0.003), followed by RÖ (b = 0.02, t₁₁₁₂ = 5.67, P < 0.0001) and TV where the effect was weakest (b = 0.009, t₁₁₁₂ = 5.99, P < 0.0001).

Adult Dynamics

Adult abundance was significantly related to summer water temperature and the interactions between area and the following covariates: salinity, winter severity, wave exposure, and depth (Supplementary Table S1). The fixed effects in the model explained a high proportion of the variation in adult abundance, with a marginal R² value of 0.65. Summer water temperature had a spatially uniform, significant negative effect on adult abundance across the study area (b = −0.37, X² = 59.34, df = 1, P < 0.0001; Figure 4E). A significant interaction term between area and salinity showed that salinity effects were area specific (b = 5.30, X² = 81.97, df = 1, P < 0.0001; Figure 4F). Salinity had a positive effect on adult abundance at SÖ (b = 1.64, t₁₁₁₅ = 2.39, P = 0.02) and RÖ (b = 1.78, t₁₁₁₅ = 3.01, P = 0.003), but a negative effect.
at TV ($b = -10.98$, $t_{1115} = -11.65$, $P < 0.0001$). A significant interaction between winter severity and area showed that ice effects differed among areas ($b = 0.00001$, $X^2 = 18.23$, $df = 1$, $P < 0.0001$; Figure 4G) with adult abundances decreasing during harsh winters at TV ($b = -0.00003$, $t_{1115} = -6.33$, $P < 0.0001$) and RÖ ($b = -0.00002$, $t_{1115} = -4.97$, $P < 0.0001$), but showing no significant effect at SÖ ($b < -0.00001$, $t_{1115} = 0.01$, $P = 0.99$). The effect sizes of this interaction were, however, modest, indicating an almost uniform effect over the study area. The effect of wave exposure differed between areas, as indicated by the significant interaction term ($b = -0.32$, $X^2 = 11.74$, $df = 1$, $P = 0.0006$). Adult abundance increased with increasing wave exposure at TV ($b = 0.80$, $t_6 = 6.69$, $P = 0.0005$) and RÖ ($b = 0.20$, $t_6 = 2.65$, $P = 0.04$), but showed no significant effect at SÖ ($b = 0.09$, $t_6 = 0.93$, $P = 0.39$). Finally, the effect of depth on adult abundance differed among areas ($b = -0.41$, $X^2 = 75.81$, $df = 1$, $P < 0.0001$). At TV, increasing depth affected adult abundances negatively ($b = 0.73$, $t_{1115} = 11.15$, $P < 0.0001$), whereas no significant depth effects were observed at RÖ ($b = 0.04$, $t_{1115} = 0.63$, $P = 0.53$) or SÖ ($b = -0.10$, $t_{1115} = -1.51$, $P = 0.13$).

## DISCUSSION

Here we significantly extend previous snapshot assessments of spatial distribution patterns of Baltic Sea blue mussels along environmental gradients (e.g., Westerbom et al., 2002; Nyström Sandman et al., 2013; Kotta et al., 2015) by adding time into the spatial analysis. While not sampling the entire range, our areas that were spaced along a salinity gradient, showed responses that fit the central-marginal prediction (e.g., Hengeveld and Haec, 1982). First, abundances declined toward the range edge at SÖ, paralleling concurrent changes in salinity. According to the central-marginal prediction, environmental gradients cause species to be abundant where species encounter favorable conditions and they decline where conditions become less favorable (Hengeveld and Haec, 1982; Gaston, 2009). We showed that only subtle changes in salinity caused abrupt declines in abundance, which were manifested in space as well as in time. This suggests that the transition from favorable to unfavorable (or spatially from core to periphery) doesn’t necessarily stem from large environmental changes but arises from small fluctuations around critical thresholds (Welch et al., 1995; Sagarin et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2018). Identifying the location of such tipping points along environmental gradients is critically important as they may unlock the mechanisms for change and provide projections for whole-scale community development in a changing climate (Chang et al., 2018). Second, the survival of recruits was much lower at the range edge, which was also manifested as a constantly low biomass, despite an equally sized recruitment pulse in 1998 throughout the area. Longevity and size of individuals should decrease toward the margin, because here resources are increasingly allocated to homeostasis instead of allocated to somatic growth (Samis and Eckert, 2007, see however Tam and Scrosati, 2011). Even if the abundant center model cannot be tested on this data because of the limited geographical coverage, we show that the model and its fundamental assumptions can (1) provide insights into understanding the mechanisms affecting distribution patterns of mussels in this marginal area and (2) provide predictions for population specific responses. We also show that abundances are high throughout the range in some years, showing a distribution pattern that contrasts the prediction. This strengthens the notion
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that investigating distribution patterns in the margin asks for the inclusion of time, as single observations may deviate highly from the average pattern (e.g., Sexton et al., 2009). In addition, we show that critical tipping points may remain undetected in one-off spatial surveys as the location of such tipping points may be revealed only over time.

At the edge therefore, recruitment may be highly variable and recruit mortality high, preventing new recruits from entering the adult population in most years (Zacherl et al., 2003; Sorte et al., 2017). Occasionally however, this general pattern may break down by sporadic recruitment causing a narrowing of the traditional bell-shaped center-periphery pattern. Such synchronous recruitment over distant populations may be caused either by larval supply or by environmental drivers that are spatially synchronized (Liebhold et al., 2004). Synchronous recruitment patterns have been demonstrated in terrestrial and marine systems, spanning, e.g., valley oaks (Koenig et al., 2017), caribou and musk oxen (Post and Forchhammer, 2002), kelps (Cavanaugh et al., 2013), fish (Kelly et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2017), oysters (Wasson et al., 2016), clams (Beukema et al., 2010, 2017), and barnacles (Burrows et al., 2002; Lagos et al., 2007). Understanding the mechanism causing synchronous recruitment at range edges is important as it may explain the setting of the range boundary (Gaston, 2009). Here we showed that recruitment pulses caused sporadic but ephemeral replenishment of populations, particularly at the very range edge (see also Zacherl et al., 2003). We identified a single peak in recruitment that was uniform in strength over the entire gradient, indicating a large-scale process that triggered an identical response in the three disparate populations. This synchronous and equally sized recruitment event across the area, suggests that propagule delivery processes are important for structuring and maintaining the studied populations, especially at the very range edge. Delivery dynamics may also explain the lack of recruitment response in 2004, when sea salinity was exceptionally high in the entire Gulf of Finland in 2003. In addition to very warm waters in July and August that may have had a negative effect, exceptionally strong and consistent eastward winds prevailed the summer months of 2003 (Jouni Lehtoranta, personal communication) that possibly prevented recruit arrival, especially in the eastern areas. Our results also indicate that population longevity is driven by the local climate as recruits were increasingly short-lived toward the edge causing only a short temporal increase in the adult population size (Figure 3). These findings reinforce earlier comparisons showing that source populations can maintain marginal sink populations
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that collapse without immigration (Pulliam, 1988; Wilson et al., 2002). In dispersal mediated range edges, average individuals are often smaller at the range edge as recruits dominate the populations. At SÖ, we saw highly variable recruitment over time, a high share of recruits in all years and a very low storage potential over the years. These combined results suggest that the edge in this marginal area (SÖ) is populated because of sporadic immigration events from more central areas (Figure 3) whereas a more even recruitment over time away from the edge suggest either local net production, higher survival of recruits or a shorter distance to the possible source. Variation in individual growth rate among the studied areas is not a factor that explains differences in population growth rate (Westerbom et al., 2002).

Blue mussels are euryhaline osmoconformers (Tedengren and Kautsky, 1986) with minimum salinity requirements around 5 g kg\(^{-1}\) (e.g., Vuorinen et al., 2015). Here we showed that recruitment was positively affected by salinity in all areas. Salinity also explained adult numbers at SÖ and RÖ, but surprisingly showed a negative effect at TV. This negative effect is likely an artifact of few adults in the beginning of the study when salinity was high and high number of adults at the later stages of the study when salinity was lower, reflecting different storage potential (history) between areas rather than effects of salinity on adult survival at TV.

The effects of temperature alone on mussel condition and populations are well-documented and thermal stress is considered one of the strongest mechanisms setting species range limits (Jones et al., 2010; Sorte et al., 2017). Environmental stress caused by temperature or salinity can strongly affect the energy balance of an organism due to the additional energy needed to maintain homeostasis with most distinct effects in low food regimes (Schneider et al., 2010). Fly and Hilbish (2013) showed that the energetic balance of *M. trossulus* turns unfavorable above 17°C and that the geographic range of the species largely follows areas with maximum annual temperatures ranging between 15 and 20°C. Such temperatures are common during the late summer peak in the Baltic Sea (Figure 3B), likely causing temperature stress during warm summers that on top of continuous salinity stress may cause increased mortality during heat periods. Here, adult and recruit abundance were negatively affected by high temperatures indicating a uniform population level and life history effect of high water temperatures throughout the range.

Adult conspecifics had a positive effect on recruit abundance throughout the range and the effect size increased toward the range margin where adults were few. As adults form the habitat for early recruits (e.g., McGrath et al., 1988), a shortage of adults may affect future population size. Therefore, toward the eastern margin, declines in adult coverage can have negative effects on mussel replenishment suggesting that declines or extirpations are not readily reversible. Hence, degradation of adult populations may jeopardize recovery processes and lead to permanently low recruitment and a treadmill-process of periods of weak and ephemeral recovery followed by periods of severe declines. It is also possible that the decreasing facilitation effect toward the west is a result of a balancing process between positive and negative density-dependency where positive effects of environment quality are counteracted by negative adult competition effects. The stronger positive effect of adults on recruit survival toward the margin may therefore be a consequence of lower resource competition, which may mask other density-dependent mechanisms that become more important toward the west where adult abundances are high.

We have shown the effects of high temperatures and low salinity on mussel dynamics, but environmental changes are only on their rise; reduced salinity and increases in temperature have already been observed (Figure 2), with clear repercussions for mussels as shown in this study. A warmer climate may reduce winter severity through reduced ice scouring effects (Figure 4), but warmer winters may also come with many other effects, including increased metabolic demand (e.g., Beukema et al., 2017). Climate change forecasts predict a continued and escalating warming of the Baltic Sea. Summer surface water temperature increases by 4°C by the end of this century have been anticipated (Meier, 2006; BACC II Author Team, 2015). Such changes would alone cause prolonged periods of energetically stressful temperatures (Fly and Hilbish, 2013), that likely would be intensified along with other changes in the sea. Predictions for future salinities are uncertain, but suggest a continued freshening of the sea (Meier et al., 2012; BACC II Author Team, 2015). Meier (2006) predicted a decline in salinity in the range 8–50% within the next century. Changes at the lower end of the scenarios would push the range limit westward and future structure at TV would be somewhat comparable with those at current SÖ. Predictions at the upper end would likely push mussels out from the entire northern Baltic Sea. Population density and structure changes would also be caused by alternate drivers that are linked to altered salinity or temperature levels such as changes in food composition or food-quality and alterations in predator pressure (Westerbom et al., 2018). This raises the question of how populations and their distribution will continue to change and the ecological consequences of shifting abundances. Given the decisive role Baltic blue mussels have for ecosystem health and ecosystem resilience; any shift in abundance and distribution will cascade through the ecosystem causing radical alterations in entire communities including several Baltic Sea flag ship species.
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# TABLE S1 | Results of the linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) testing the influence of environmental variables on the abundance of recruits and adults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinity</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrient concentration</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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